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Abstract—In the past decade deep neural networks (DNNs) have shown state-of-the-art performance on a wide range of complex machine learning tasks. Many of these results have been achieved while growing the size of DNNs, creating a demand for efficient compression and transmission of them. In this work we present DeepCABAC, a universal compression algorithm for DNNs that is based on applying Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coder (CABAC) to the DNN parameters. CABAC was originally designed for the H.264/AVC video coding standard and became the state-of-the-art for the lossless compression part of video compression. DeepCABAC applies a novel quantization scheme that minimizes a rate-distortion function while simultaneously taking the impact of quantization to the DNN performance into account. Experimental results show that DeepCABAC consistently attains higher compression rates than previously proposed coding techniques for DNN compression. For instance, it is able to compress the VGG16 ImageNet model by x63.6 with no loss of accuracy, thus being able to represent the entire network with merely 9 MB. The source code for encoding and decoding can be found at https://github.com/fraunhoferhhi/DeepCABAC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been well established that deep neural networks excel at solving many complex machine learning tasks [1]. Their relatively recent success can be attributed to three phenomena: 1) access to large amounts of data, 2) researchers having designed novel optimization algorithms and model architectures that allow to train very deep neural networks, 3) the increasing availability of compute resources [1]. In particular, the latter two allowed machine learning practitioners to equip neural networks with an ever growing corpora of layers and, consequently, to consistently attain state-of-the-art results on a wide spectrum of complex machine learning tasks.

However, this has triggered an exponential growth in the number of parameters these models entail over the past years [2]. Trivially, this implies that the models are becoming more and more complex in terms of memory. This can become very problematic since it does not only imply higher memory requirements, but also slower runtimes and high energy consumption. In fact, IO operations can be up to three orders of magnitude more expensive than arithmetic operations in terms of energy consumption [3]. Moreover, [2] show that the memory-energy efficiency trend of most common hardware platforms are not able to keep up with the exponential growth of neural networks size, thus expecting them to be more and more power hungry over time.

In addition, there has also been an increasing demand on deploying deep models to resource constrained devices such as mobile or wearable devices [4], [5], and on distributed learning scenarios such as in federated learning [6]–[8]. These approaches have direct advantages with regards to privacy, latency and efficiency issues. However, high memory complexity greatly complicates the applicability of neural networks in those use cases, in particular in federated learning since the parameters of the networks are transmitted through bandwidth-limited communication channels.

Model compression is one possible paradigm to solve this problem. Namely, by attempting to maximally compress the information contained in the networks parameters we automatically leave only the bits that are necessary for solving the task. In addition, model compression can have direct practical advantages such as reduced communication and compute cost [9]–[11]. In fact, the Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) of the International Organization of Standards (ISO) has recently issued a call on neural network compression [12], which stresses the relevance of the problem and the broad interest by the industry to find practical solutions.

A. Entropy coding in video compression

The topic of signal compression has been long studied and highly practical and efficient algorithms have been designed. State-of-the-art video compression schemes like H.265/HEVC [13] employ efficient entropy coding techniques that can also be used for compressing deep neural networks. Namely, the context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) scheme [14] provides a very flexible interface for entropy coding that can be adapted to a wide range of applications. It is optimized to allow high throughput and a high compression ratio at the same time. In particular, the transform coefficient coding part of H.265/HEVC contains many interesting aspects that might be suitable for compressing deep neural network.
Hence, it appears only natural to try to apply current state-of-the-art compression techniques on deep neural networks and assess their compression gains.

B. Contributions

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) We empirically identify a set of priors that are common across all studied neural networks.
2) We redefine CABAC’s core scheme such that it captures those priors, thus, adapting it to the task of neural network compression. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first in applying state-of-the-art coding techniques from video compression to neural networks.
3) We quantize the parameters of the networks by minimizing a generalized form of a rate-distortion function which takes the impact of quantization on the accuracy of the network into account.
4) In our experiments we show that DeepCABAC is able to attain very high compression ratios and that it consistently attains a higher compression performance than previously proposed coders.

C. Outline

In section II we start by reviewing some basic concepts from information theory, in particular from source coding theory. We also highlight the main difference between the classical source coding and the model compression paradigms in subsection II-D. Subsequently, we propose DeepCABAC in section III. In section IV we provide a comprehensive review of the related work on neural network compression. Finally, we provide experimental results and a respective discussion in section V.

II. Source Coding

Source coding is a subfield of information theory that studies the properties of so called codes. These are mappings that assign a binary representation and a reconstruction value to a given input element. Figure 1 depicts their most common structure. They are comprised of two parts, an encoder and a decoder. The encoder is a mapping that assigns a binary string of finite length to an input element. In contrast, the decoder assigns a reconstruction value to the corresponding binary representation. We will also sometimes refer to as a quantization point. Furthermore, it is assumed that the output elements and of the code are elements of finite countable sets, and that there is a one-to-one correspondence between them. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can decompose the encoder into a quantizer and a binarizer, where the former maps the input to an integer value , and the latter maps the integers to their corresponding binary representation . Analogously for the decoder. Naturally, it follows that the binarizer is always a bijective map, thus . We also distinguish between two types of codes, the so called lossless codes and lossy codes. They respectively correspond to the cases where is either bijective or not, thus, the latter implies that information is lost in the coding process.

Therefore, we stress that the map does not necessarily have to be the inverse of .

After establishing the basic definition of codes we will now formalize the source coding problem. In simple terms, source coding studies the problem of finding the code that maximally compresses a set of input samples, while maintaining the error between the input and reconstruction values under an error tolerance constraint.

Or more precisely: let be a given input set and let be the probability of an element being sampled. Then, find a code such that

\[
C^* = \arg \min_C \mathbb{E}_{P(w)}[D(w, q) + \lambda L_C(b)]
\]  

(1)

where and denotes expectations as taken by the probability distribution . denotes the code-length of a sample, and to as the distortion between and . Minimization objectives of the form (1) are called rate-distortion objectives in the source coding literature. However, solving the rate-distortion objective for a given input source is most often NP-hard, since it involves finding optimal quantizers , binarizers and reconstruction values from the space of all possible maps. However, concrete solutions can be found for special cases, in particular in the lossless case. In the following we will review some of the fundamental theorems of source coding theory and introduce state-of-the-art coding algorithms that produce binary representations with minimal redundancy.
A. Lossless coding: producing binary representations with minimal redundancy

Lossless coding implies that the quantizer $Q$ is bijective and therefore $q = (Q^{-1} \circ Q)(w) = w \forall w$. Thus, $D(w, q) = 0 \forall w \in \mathbb{W}$ in (1) and the rate-distortion objective simplifies into finding a binarizer $B^*$ that maximally compresses the input samples. Hence, throughout this section we will equate the general code $C$ with the binarizer $B$ and refer to it accordingly.

Information theory already makes concrete statements regarding the minimum information contained in a probability source. Namely, Shannon in its influential work [15] stated that the minimum information required to fully represent a sample $w$ that has probability $P(w)$ is of $-\log_2 P(w)$ bits. Consequently, the entropy $H_P(\mathbb{W}) = \sum_{w \in \mathbb{W}} -P(w) \log_2 P(w)$ states the minimum average number of bits required to represent any element $w \in \mathbb{W} \subset \mathbb{R}^n$. This implies that

$$H_P(\mathbb{W}) \leq \bar{L}_C(\mathbb{W}), \quad \forall C$$

(2)

where $\bar{L}_C(\mathbb{W}) = \sum_{w \in \mathbb{W}} P(w) L_C(w)$ is the average code-length that any code $C$ assigns to each element $w \in \mathbb{W}$. Eq. (2) is also referred as the fundamental theorem of lossless coding.

Fortunately, from the source coding literature [16] we know of the existence of codes that are able to reach the average code-length, up to only 1 bit of redundancy to the theoretical minimum. That is,

$$\exists C : H_P(\mathbb{W}) \leq \bar{L}_C(\mathbb{W}) < H_P(\mathbb{W}) + 1$$

(3)

Moreover, we even know how to build them.

Before we start discussing in more detail some of these codes, we want to recall an important property of joint probability distributions. Namely, due to their sequential decomposition property, we can express the minimal information entailed in an output sample $w \in \mathbb{R}^n$ as

$$-\log_2 P(w) = -\sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \log_2 P(w_j | w_{j-1}, \ldots, w_0)$$

That is, we can always interpret a given input vector as an $n$-long random process and encode its outputs sequentially. As long as we know the respective conditional probability distributions, we can optimally encode the entire sequence. Respectively, we denote with $w_j$ the scalar value of the $j$-th dimension of $w$ (or equivalently $j$-th output of the random process). Also, we denote with $\mathbb{W}_s$ the set of possible scalar inputs, where $w_j \in \mathbb{W}_s, \forall j$.

1) (scalar) Huffman coding: One optimal code is the well-known Huffman code [17]. However, Huffman codes can be very inefficient in practice since the Huffman-tree grows very quickly for large input dimensions $n$. Therefore, most often scalar Huffman codes are used instead. These codes consider 1-dimensional inputs only and are therefore suboptimal, i.e., they produce redundant binary representations. Concretely, they produce average code-lengths of

$$H_P(\mathbb{W}) \leq \bar{L}_{\text{SH}}(\mathbb{W}) < H_P(\mathbb{W}) + n$$

where $\bar{L}_{\text{SH}}(\cdot)$ is the average code-length produced by the scalar Huffman code on an entire input sequence $w \in \mathbb{W} \subset \mathbb{R}^n$. Hence, if $n$ is large (e.g., in the order of hundreds of millions of values as in the case of deep neural networks parameters), then the resulting binary representation of the entire sequence of values may have a high number of redundant bits.

We provide a pseudocode of the encoding and decoding process of scalar Huffman codes in the appendix.

2) Arithmetic coding: A concept that approaches the joint entropy $H(\mathbb{W})$ of eq. (3) in a practical and efficient manner is arithmetic coding. Concretely, an ideal arithmetic coder produces only up to two bits more than the minimum possible code length of an $n$-long random process. It therefore became the state-of-the-art for lossless coding and is widely applied across different compression algorithms. We would like to refer to the appendix for a more detailed description of the arithmetic coding method.

B. Universal coding

In the previous subsection we learned that there exist codes that are able to produce binary representations of (almost) minimal redundancy (e.g. arithmetic codes). However, we implicitly assumed that the decoder knows the joint probability distribution of the input source. This is not the case in many real world scenarios. Hence, in such cases one usually relies on so called universal codes. They basically apply the following principle: 1) start with a general, prior probability model $P_{\text{Dec}}$, 2) update the model upon seeing data, 3) encode the input samples with regards to the updated probability model.

Thus, the theoretical minimum of universal codes are lower bounded by the decoder’s probability estimate. Concretely, let $P_{\text{Dec}}$ be the decoder’s estimate of the inputs probability model, then the minimum average code-length that can be achieved is

$$\bar{L}_C(\mathbb{W}) \geq H_{P,P_{\text{Dec}}}(\mathbb{W}) = H_P(\mathbb{W}) + D_{KL}(P || P_{\text{Dec}})$$

with $H_{P,P_{\text{Dec}}}(\mathbb{W}) = -\sum_{w \in \mathbb{W}} P(w) \log_2 P_{\text{Dec}}(w)$ being the cross-entropy and $D_{KL}$ the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Hence, a lossless code can only create binary representations with minimal redundancies if and only if its decoder’s probability model matches the input source’s. In other words, the better its estimate is, the more compact it can encode the input samples.

In general, a universal lossless code should have the following properties:

- **Universality**: The code should have a mechanism that allows it to adapt its probability model to a wide range of different types of input distributions, in a sample-efficient manner.

- **Minimal redundancy**: The code should produce binary representations of minimal redundancy with regards to its probability estimate.

- **High efficiency**: The code should have high coding efficiency, meaning that encoding/decoding should have high throughput.
CABAC

Fig. 2: Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) is a universal lossless codec that encodes an $n$-long sequence of 1-dimensional values by: 1) representing each unique value by a binary string that corresponds to traversing a particular path on a predefined decision tree, 2) assigning to each decision (or bin) a probability model (context model) and updating these upon encoding/decoding data, and 3) applying a binary arithmetic coder in order to encode/decode each bin.

1) **CABAC**: Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding is a form of universal lossless coding that fulfills all the above properties. It offers a high degree of adaptation, optimal code-lengths, and a highly efficient implementation. It was originally designed for the video compression standard H.264/AVC [14], but it is also an integral part of its successor H.265/HEVC. It is well known to attain higher compression performance as well as higher throughput than many other entropy coding methods [18]. In short, it encodes each input sample by applying the following three stages:

1. **Binarization**: Firstly, it predefines a series of binary decisions (also called bins) under which each unique input sample element (or symbol) will be uniquely identified. Thus, it builds a predefined binary decision tree where each leaf identifies a unique input value.

2. **Context-modeling**: Then, it assigns a binary probability model to each bin (also named context model) which is updated on-the-fly by the local statistics of the data. This enables CABAC to model a high degree of different source distributions.

3. **Arithmetic coding**: Finally, it employs an arithmetic coder in order to optimally and efficiently code each bin, based on the respective context model.

Notice that, in contrast to Huffman codes, CABAC’s encoder does not need to encode its probability estimates, since the decoder is able to analogously update its context models upon sequentially decoding the input samples. Codes that have this property are called backward-adaptive codes. Moreover, it is able to take local correlations into account, since the context models are updated in an autoregressive manner by the local statistics of the data.

C. **Lossy coding**

In contrast to lossless coding, information is lost in the lossy coding process. This implies that the quantizer $Q$ is non-invertible, and therefore $\exists w : D(w, q) \neq 0$. An example of a distortion measure may be the mean-squared error $D(w, q) = \|w - q\|_2^2$, but we stress that other measures can be considered as well (which will become apparent in section III).

The infimum of the rate-distortion objective (1) $\forall \lambda$ is referred to as the rate-distortion function in the source coding literature [16]. It represents the fundamental bound on the performance of lossy source coding algorithms. However, as we have already discussed above, finding the most optimal code that follows the rate-distortion function is most often NP-hard, and can be calculated only for very few types and/or special cases of input sources. Therefore, in practice, we usually relax the problem until we formalize an objective that can be solved in a feasible manner.

Firstly, we fix the binarization map $B$ by selecting a particular (universal) lossless code and condition the minimization of (1) on it. That is, now we only ask for the quantizer $Q$, along with its reconstruction values $Q^{-1}$, that minimize the respective rate-distortion objective. Secondly, we will always assume that we encode an $n$-long 1-dimensional random process. Then, objective (1) simplifies to:

Given a lossless code $(B, B^{-1})$, find $(Q, Q^{-1})^* = \arg \min_{(Q,Q^{-1})} \mathbb{E}_{P(w)}[D(w, q_j) + \lambda L_Q(b_j)],$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

$\forall j \in \{0, ..., n-1\}$, where $q_j \in Q_s := \{q_0, q_1, ..., q_{K-1}\} \subset \mathbb{R}$ and $K = |Q_s| < |\mathbb{W}_s| = n$.

For instance, if we choose $B$ such that it assigns a binary representation of fixed-length to all $w_j$, then the minimizer of (4) can be found by applying the k-Means algorithm.

The minimizers of (4) are called scalar quantizers, since they measure the distortion independently for each input sample. In contrast, vector quantizers measure the distortion in the respective vector space by grouping a sequence of input samples together. It is well known that the infimum of scalar codes are fundamentally more redundant than vector quantizers, however, due to the associated complexity of vector quantizers it is more common to apply scalar quantizers in practice. Moreover, the inherent redundancy of scalar quantizers is negligible for most practical applications [16].

We stress that although the distortion in (4) is measured independently for each sample $w_j$, the binarization $b_j$ (and consequently the respective code-length) can still depend on the other samples by taking correlations into account.

1) **Scalar Lloyd algorithm**: An example of an algorithm that finds a local optimum is the Lloyd algorithm. It approximates the average code-length of the quantized samples $q_j = (Q^{-1} \circ Q)(w_j)$ with the entropy of their empirical probability mass distribution (EPMD). Thus, it substitutes the code-length in (4) by $L_Q(b_j) = -\log_2 F_{\text{EPMD}}(q_j)$ and applies a greedy algorithm in order to find the most optimal quantizer $Q$ and quantization points $Q^{-1}$ that minimize the respective objective. A pseudocode can be seen in the appendix.

2) **CABAC-based RD-quantization**: If we are given a set of quantization points $Q_s$ and select CABAC as our universal lossless code, then we can trivially minimize (4) by sequentially quantizing the input samples. In the video coding standards the set of quantization points are predefined by the particular choice of quantization strength $\lambda$ [13]. However, in the context of neural network compression we do not know of
a good relationship between the quantization strength and the set of quantization points. In the next section III we describe how we tackled this problem.

D. Model compression vs. source coding

So far we have reviewed some fundamental results of source coding theory. However, in this work, we are rather interested in the general topic of model compression. There is a fundamental difference between both paradigms. Namely, now we are more interested in the predictive performance of the resulting quantized model rather than the distance between the quantized and original parameters. We will formalize the general model compression paradigm for the supervised learning setting. However, the problem can be analogously formulated for other learning tasks.

Firstly, we assume that we are given only one model sample with \( n \) real-valued weight parameters (thus, here the data to be coded is equivalent to the ones discussed above). In addition, we assume a universal coding setting, where the decoder has no prior knowledge regarding the distribution of the parameter values. We argue that this simulates most real world scenarios.

Let now \((x, y) \in \mathbb{D}\) be a set of data samples related to the learning task. Let further \( y' \sim P(y'|x, w) \) denote the approximate posterior of the data, parameterized by \( w \in \mathbb{R}^n \).

For instance, \( P(y'|x, w) \) may be a trained neural network model with parameters \( w \). Finally, let \( B \) be a chosen and fixed universal lossless code. Then, we aim to find a quantizer \( Q^* \) that minimizes

\[
(Q, Q^{-1})^* = \arg \min_{(Q, Q^{-1})} \sum_{(x,y) \in \mathbb{D}} L(y, y') + \lambda L_Q(b)
\]

with \( y'' \sim P(y''|x, q) \) being outputs of the quantized model \( q = (Q^{-1} \circ Q)(w) \) and \( b = (B \circ Q)(w) \).

The first term expresses the minimization of the usual learning task of interest, whereas the second term explicitly expresses the code-length of the model. This minimization objective is well motivated from the Minimum Description Principle (MDL) [19]. However, finding the minimum of (5) is also most often NP-hard. This motivates further approximations where, as a result, one can directly apply techniques from the source coding literature in order to minimize the desired objective.

1) Relaxation of the model compression problem into a source coding problem: We now may further assume that the given unquantized model has been pre-trained on the desired task and that it reaches satisfactory accuracies. Then, it is reasonable to replace the first term in (5) by the KL-Divergence between the unquantized model \( P(y'|x, w) \) and the respective quantized model \( P(y''|x, q) \). That is, now we aim to quantize our model such that its output distribution does not differ too much from its original version.

Furthermore, if we assume that the output distributions do not differ too much from each other, then we can approximate the KL-Divergence with the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM). Concretely,

\[
\mathbb{E}_{P_\mathcal{D}} [D_{KL}(y'' \mid \mid y')] = \delta w F \delta w^T + \mathcal{O}(\delta w^2)
\]

with \( \delta w = q - w \) and

\[
F := \mathbb{E}_{P_\mathcal{D}} \mathbb{E}_{P(y'|x, w)} [\partial_w \log P(y'|x, w)(\partial_w \log P(y'|x, w))^T]
\]

Then, by substituting (6) in (5) we get the following minimization objective

\[
(Q, Q^{-1})^* = \min_{(Q, Q^{-1})} (q - w) F(q - w)^T + \lambda L_Q(b)
\]

Objective (7) now follows the same paradigm as the usual source coding problem. However, with the peculiarity that now \( D(w, q) \) (approximately) measures the distortion of \( w \) and \( q \) in the space of output distributions instead the euclidian space.

The advantage of the rate-distortion objective (7) is that, after the FIM has been calculated, it can be solved by applying common techniques from the source coding literature, such as the scalar Lloyd algorithm.

However, minimizing (7) as well as estimating the FIM for deep neural networks usually requires considerable computational resources, and is most often infeasible in practical scenarios. Therefore, we usually consider only the diagonal elements of the FIM (FIM-diagonals), which can be efficiently estimated (see appendix). As a result, (7) simplifies to

\[
(Q, Q^{-1})^* = \arg \min_{(Q, Q^{-1})} F_i(q_i - w_i)^2 + \lambda L_Q(b)
\]

\( \forall i \in \{0, ..., n - 1\} \), which can be feasibly solved.

In the next section we will give a thorough description of our proposed coder. Its design complies with all desired properties that a coder for neural network compression should have.

III. DEEPCABAC

In light of the discussion introduced in the previous section, we can highlight a set of desiderata that a coder for neural network compression should have.

- **Minimal redundancy**: State-of-the-art deep neural networks usually contain millions of parameters. Thus any type of redundancy in the weight parameters may imply several additional MB being stored. Hence, the code should output a binary representation with minimal redundancy per weight element.

- **Universality**: The code should be applicable to any type of incoming neural networks, without having to know their distribution a priori. Hence, the code should entail a mechanism that allows it to adapt to a rich family of possible parameter distributions.

- **High coding efficiency**: The computational complexity of encoding/decoding should be minimal. In particular, the throughput of the decoder should be very high if performing inference on the compressed representation is desired.

- **Configurable error vs. compression strength**: The coder should have a hyperparameter that controls the trade-off between the compression strength and the incurred prediction error.

- **High data efficiency**: Minimizing (5) implies access to data. Hence, it is desirable that the coder finds a (local) solution with the least amount of data samples possible.
A. DeepCABAC’s coding procedure

We propose a coding algorithm that satisfies all the above properties. We named it DeepCABAC, since its based on applying CABAC on the networks quantized weight parameters. Figure 3 shows the respective compression scheme. It performs the following steps:

1) It extracts the weight parameters of the neural networks layer-by-layer in row-major order.\footnote{Thus, it assumes a matrix form where the parameters are scanned from left-to-right, top-to-bottom.}
2) Then, it selects a particular value $\beta$ which defines the set of quantization points.
3) Subsequently, it quantizes the weight values by minimizing a weighted rate-distortion function of the form (8), which implicitly takes the impact of quantization on the accuracy of the network into account.
4) Then, it compresses them by applying our adapted version of CABAC.
5) Finally, it reconstructs the network and evaluates the prediction performance of the quantized model.
6) The process is repeated for a set of hyperparameters $\beta$, until the desired accuracy-vs.-size trade-off is achieved.

This approach has several advantageous properties. Firstly, it applies CABAC to the quantized parameters and therefore we ensure that the code satisfies the desiderata 1-3. Secondly, by conducting the compression for a set of hyperparameters for the quantizer we can select the desired pareto-optimal solutions of the accuracy vs. bit-size plane, thus satisfying property 4. Finally, since only evaluation of the model is required in the process, a significantly lower amount of data samples are required for the compression process than usually employed for training.

In the following we will explain in more detail the different components of DeepCABAC. The source code for encoding and decoding can be found at https://github.com/fraunhoferhhi/DeepCABAC.

B. Lossless coder of DeepCABAC

Consider the weight distribution of the last fully-connected layer of the trained VGG16 model displayed in figure 4. As we can see, there is one peak near 0 and the distribution is asymmetric and monotonically decreasing on both sides. In our experience, all layers we have studied so far have weight distributions with similar properties. Hence, in order to accommodate to this type of distributions, we adopted the following binarization procedure.

Given a quantized weight tensor in its matrix form\footnote{For fully-connected layers this is trivial. For convolutional layers we converted them into their respective matrix form according to [20].}, DeepCABAC scans the weight elements in row-major order and binarizes them as follows:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.-Golomb</th>
<th>SignFlag</th>
<th>SignFlag</th>
<th>AbsGr(\alpha)Flags</th>
<th>Unary</th>
<th>FL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
```

Fig. 3: Sketch of the DeepCABAC compression procedure. Firstly, DeepCABAC scans the weight parameters of each layer of the network in row-major order. Then, it selects a particular hyperparameter $\beta$ that will define the set of quantization points. Subsequently, it applies a quantizer on to the weight values that minimizes the respective weighted rate-distortion function (9). Then, it compresses the quantized parameters by applying our adapted version of CABAC. Finally, it reconstructs the network and measures the respective accuracy of it. The process is repeated for different hyperparameters $\beta$ until the desired trade-off between accuracy and size of the network is achieved.

Fig. 4: Distribution of the weight matrix of the last layer of VGG16 (trained on ImageNet) after uniform quantization over the range of values. In red is CABAC’s (possible) estimation of the distribution. The first $n+2$ bits allow to adapt to any type of shape around 0 since they are encoded with regards to a context model. The remainder can only approximate the shape by a step-like distribution, since they are encoded with an Exponential-Golomb where the fixed-length parts are encoded without a context model.
1) The first bit (or bin), SigFlag, determines if the weight element is a significant element or not. That is, it indicates if the weight value is 0 or not. This bin is then encoded using a binary arithmetic coder, according to its respective context model (color-coded in grey). The context model is initially set to 0.5 (thus, 50% probability that a weight element is 0 or not), but will automatically be adapted to the local statistics of the weight parameters as DeepCABAC encodes more elements.

2) Then, if the element is not 0, the sign bin or SignFlag is analogously encoded, according to its respective context model.

3) Subsequently, a series of bins are analogously encoded, which determine if the element is greater than 1, 2, ..., $n \in \mathbb{N}$ (hence AbsGr($n$)Flags). The number $n$ becomes a hyperparameter for the encoder.

4) Finally, the remainder is encoded using an Exponential-Golomb code [21], where each bin of the unary part are also encoded relative to their context-models. Only the fixed-length part of the code are not encoded using a context-model (color-coded in blue).

For instance, assume that $n = 1$, then the integer $-4$ would be represented as 111101, or the 7 as 10111010. Figure 5 depicts an example scheme of the binarization procedure.

The first three parts of the binarization scheme empower CABAC to adapt its probability estimates to any shape distribution around the value 0 and, therefore, to encode the most frequent values with minimal redundancy. For the remainder values, we opted for the Exponential-Golomb code since it automatically assigns smaller code-lengths to smaller integer values. However, in order to further enhance its adaptability, we also encode its unary part with the help of context models. We left the fixed-length part of the Golomb code without context models, meaning that we approximate the distribution of those values by a uniform distribution (see Fig. 4). We argue that this is reasonable since usually the distribution of large numbers become more and more flat and it comes with the direct benefit of increasing the efficiency of the coder.

C. Lossy coder of DeepCABAC

After establishing CABAC as our choice of universal lossless code, now we aim to find the optimal quantizer that minimizes the objective stated in (5) (section II-D). To recall, this involves the optimization of two components:

- **Assignment**: finding the quantizer $Q$ that optimally assigns the quantization point (or cluster centre) to each weight parameter.
- **Quant. points**: finding the optimal quantization point values $q_k = (Q^{-1} \circ Q)(w_j)$.

Since neural networks usually rely on scalable, gradient-based minimization techniques in order to optimize their loss function, finding the quantizers that solve (5) becomes infeasible in most cases since $Q$ is a non-differentiable map. Therefore, we opted for a simpler approach.

Firstly, we decouple the assignment map $Q$ and the quantization points $Q^{-1}$ from each other and optimize them independently. The quantization points then become hyperparameters for the quantizer, and their values are selected such that they minimize the loss function directly. This separation between $Q$ and $Q^{-1}$ was empirically motivated, since we discovered that the networks performance is significantly more sensitive to the choice of $Q^{-1}$ than to the assignment $Q$. We discuss this in more detail in the experimental section.

1) **The quantization points**: Since finding the correct map $Q^{-1}$ for a large number of points can be very complex, we constrain them to be equidistant to each other with a specific step-size $\Delta$. That is, each point $q_k$ can be rewritten as to be $q_k = \Delta f_k$ with $f_k \in \mathbb{Z}$. This does not only considerably simplify the problem, but it does also encourage fixed-point representations which can be exploited in order to perform inference with lower complexity$^4$.

2) **The assignment**: Hence, the quantizer has two configurable hyperparameters $\beta = (\Delta, \lambda)$, the former defining the set of quantization points and the latter the quantization strength. Once a particular tuple is given, the quantizer $Q_\beta$ will then assign each weight parameter $w_i$ to its corresponding quantization point $q_k$ by minimizing the weighted rate-distortion function

$$Q_\beta(w_i) = k^* = \arg \min_k F_i(w_i - q_k)^2 + \lambda L_{ik} \quad (9)$$

$^3$To recall, the Exponential-Golomb code encodes a positive integer $2^k < i \leq 2^{k+1}$ by firstly encoding the exponent $k$ using an unary code and subsequently the remainder $r = i - 2^k$ in fixed-point representation.

$^4$https://www.tensorflow.org/lite
∀i ∈ \{0, ..., n - 1\}, where L_{M,k} is the code-length of the quantization point q_k at the weight w_i as estimated by CABAC.

As previously mentioned, we perform a grid-search algorithm over the hyperparameters \(\Delta\) and \(\lambda\) in order to find the quantizer configuration that achieves the desired accuracy vs. bit-size trade-off. However, for that we need to define a predefined set of candidate hyperparameters to look for. In this work we considered two approaches for finding the set of step-sizes, which we denote as DeepCABAC-version 1 (DC-v1) and DeepCABAC-version 2 (DC-v2).

3) DeepCABAC-version 1 (DC-v1): In DC-v1 we firstly estimate the diagonals of the FIM by applying scalable bayesian techniques. Concretely, we parametrize the network with a fully-factorized gaussian posterior and minimize the variational objective proposed in [22]. As a result, we obtain a mean \(\mu_j\) and a standard deviation \(\sigma_j\) for each parameter, where the former can be interpreted as its (new) value (thus \(w_i \rightarrow \mu_i\)) and the latter as a measure of their “robustness” against perturbations. Therefore, we simply replaced \(F_i = 1/\sigma_i^2\) in (9). This is also well motivated theoretically since [23] showed that the variance of the parameters approximate the diagonals of the FIM for a similar variational objective. We also provide a more thorough discussion and a precise connection between them in the appendix.

After the FIM-diagonals have been estimated, we define the set of considered step-sizes as follows:

\[
q_k = \Delta I_k, \quad \Delta = \frac{2|w_{\text{max}}|}{\sigma_{\text{min}}} + S, \quad S, I_k \in \mathbb{Z} \quad (10)
\]

where \(\sigma_{\text{min}}\) is the smallest standard deviation and \(w_{\text{max}}\) the parameter with highest magnitude value. \(S\) is then the quantizers hyperparameter, which controls the “coarseness” of the quantization points. By selecting \(\Delta\) in such a manner we ensure that the quantization points lie within the range of the standard deviation of each weight parameter, in particular for values \(S \geq 0\). Hence, we selected \(S\) to be \(S \in \{0, 1, ..., 256\}\).

One advantage of this approach is that we can have one global hyperparameter \(S\) for the entire network, but each layer will automatically attain a different value for its step-size if we select one \(\sigma_{\text{min}}\) per layer. Thus, with this approach we can adapt the step-size to the layers sensitivity to perturbations. Moreover, the quantization will also take the sensitivity of each single parameter into account.

4) DeepCABAC-version 2 (DC-v2): Estimating the diagonals of the FIM can still be computationally expensive since it requires the application of the backpropagation algorithm for several iterations in order to minimize the variational objective. Moreover, it only offers an approximation of the robustness of each parameter, and can therefore sometimes be misleading and limit the potential compression gains that can be achieved. Therefore, due to simplicity and complexity reasons, we also considered to directly try to find a good set of candidates \(\Delta \in \{\Delta_0, ..., \Delta_{m-1}\}\) for the entire network. We do so by applying a first round of the grid-search algorithm while applying a nearest-neighbor quantization scheme (that is, for \(\lambda = 0\)). This allows us to identify the range of step-sizes that do not considerably harm the networks accuracy when applying the simplest quantization procedure. Then, we quantize the parameters as in eq. (9), but without the diagonals of the FIM (thus, \(F_j = 1 \forall j\)).

Under a limited computational budget, this approach has the advantage that we can directly search for a more optimal set of step-sizes \(\Delta\) since we spare the computational complexity of having to estimate the FIM-diagonals. However, since DC-v2 considers only one global step-size for the entire network, it cannot adapt to the different sensitivities of the layers.

IV. RELATED WORK

There has been a plethora of work focusing on the topic of neural network compression [9], [10]. When discussing about different compression techniques it is important to also consider their respective complexity, since different real-world scenarios may constrain their applicability. Again, we are not only interested in attaining high compression performance, but also in finding practical viable solutions. This becomes very relevant at the time of benchmarking these algorithms, since only methods that belong to the same category ought to be compared against each other. Following this line of thought, [24] proposed a four-level categorisation paradigm in which factors such as whether or not a method requires data, whether or not a method requires error backpropagation on the quantized model, and whether or not a method is generally applicable for any architecture (universality) are taken into account. In a similar spirit, we also considered low data as well as low coding complexity as desired properties in the previous section III. Nevertheless, in the following we will classify different compression techniques based not only on their complexity, but also on important inherent properties that the methods share. Concretely, we classify methods into two main groups, lossy vs. lossless methods. Inside the lossy group we further distinguish between methods that require training vs. methods that do not, whereas in the lossless group we distinguish between methods that require decoding for performing inference vs. methods that do not. Notice, that the MPEG group on neural network compression classifies compression techniques in a similar manner [25], [26].

A. Lossy neural network compression

1) Trained scalar quantization (require training): These are methods that aim to minimize the model compression objective (5) by applying training algorithms that learn the optimal quantization map and reconstruction values, most often in a simultaneous fashion. Inter alia, this includes sparsification methods [22], [27]–[29] which try to minimize the \(L_0\)-norm of the networks parameters. Others attempted to find optimal binary or ternary weighted networks [30], [31], or a more general set of (locally) optimal quantizers [32]–[34].

These methods are able to attain very high compression ratios since they are allowed to entirely change the underlying distribution of the weight parameters during the compression procedure. However, it comes at the cost of requiring access to a large training data set and high computational resources in order to apply the method.
2) Non-trained scalar quantization methods (do not require training): Another line of work have focused on implicitly minimizing (5). They also rely on distance measures for quantizing the networks parameters [35], [36]. In fact, these methods can be seen as special cases of (8), in that they either use different approximations of the FIM-diagonals or apply other minimization algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, mainly two quantizers are widely applied by the community, either the scalar uniform quantizers or the weighted scalar Lloyd algorithm. The former basically consist on spreading \( K \in \mathbb{N} \) quantization points separated equidistantly over the range of parameter values, and then applying nearest-neighbor quantization [32], [33], [35]. The latter consists of applying the scalar Lloyd algorithm in order to find the most optimal quantizer that minimizes a weighted rate-distortion objective (8). In particular, [35] considers the diagonal elements of the empirical average of the Hessian of the loss function, which has a close connections to the FIM-diagonals (see appendix for a comprehensive discussion).

Applying quantization methods that do not rely on retraining during quantization are significantly less computationally expensive and do not require access to training data at the time of quantization\(^5\). Therefore, these methods can be applied to a much broader set of real-world scenarios, including cases where access to training data is, e.g., prohibited (for instance, in medical applications). But their compression gains are heavily limited by the networks underlying parameter distribution, since they rely on a distance measure for quantization. Moreover, as already mentioned, most of these methods do only implicitly take the impact on the accuracy of the network into account, thus at least a one-time evaluation is required in order to assess the resulting prediction performance of the model after quantization.

B. Lossless neural network compression

In the field of lossless neural network compression we are given an already quantized model and we want to apply a universal lossless code to its parameters in order to maximally compress it. In the following we describe some of the most popular lossless compression algorithms that are applied to the networks parameters.

1) Fixed-length numerical representations and compressed matrix formats (do not require decoding for inference): One line of work try to reduce the bit-length representation of the parameter values after quantization [30], [31], [37]–[39]. They usually have the advantage of directly reducing the complexity for performing inference. However, it results in a highly redundant network representation, greatly limiting the attainable compression ratios.

Another line of work apply compressed matrix representations, e.g., Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) representation. These matrix data structures do not only offer higher compression gains, but also an efficient execution of the associated dot product algorithm. Similarly, [11] proposed two novel matrix representations, the Compressed Entropy Row (CER) and Compressed Shared Elements Row (CSER) representations, that are provably more optimal than the CSR with regards to both, compression and execution efficiency when the networks parameters have low entropy statistics.

However, these matrix representations are also redundant in that they do not approach the reachable entropy limit (3) (section II-A). [32] attempted to extract some of the redundancies entailed in the CSR representations by applying a scalar Huffman code to its numerical arrays. However, this has again the same fundamental limitations that come by applying the scalar Huffman code.

2) Entropy coders (require decoding for inference): Even though decoding is necessary for inference, applying entropy coders to the networks parameters may still be beneficial in many real-world applications (e.g., in order to reduce parameter size on disk or in federated learning scenarios where parameters are send through a communication channel with limited capacity). Moreover, in inference complexity may still be reduced even if decoding is performed during run-time (see appendix for a more thorough discussion).

Although lossless compression of neural networks parameters is entirely equivalent to the usual lossless source coding setting discussed in sections II-A and II-B, there has not been as much work studying the impact of applying state-of-the-art entropy coding techniques to the networks parameters. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, only the scalar Huffman code and the bzip2 entropy coder have been applied so far in the literature [35], [36]. However, as we have already discussed in section II-A, these codes have several disadvantages compared to other state-of-the-art lossless codes such as arithmetic codes. Probably the most prominent one is that the scalar Huffman code is suboptimal in that it incurs up to 1 bit of redundancy per parameter being encoded. This can be quite significant for large networks with millions of parameters. For instance, VGG16 [40] contains 138 million parameters, meaning that the binary representation of any quantized version of it may have up to 17MB of redundancy if we encode it using the scalar Huffman code.

C. Compression pipelines

Among all different proposed approaches for deep neural network compression there is one paradigm that stands out in that very high compression gain can be achieved with it [22], [32]–[34]. Namely, it consist on applying four different compression stages:

1) **Sparsification**: Firstly, the networks are maximally sparsified by applying a trained sparsification technique.

2) **Quantization**: Then, the non-zero elements are quantized by applying one of the non-trained quantization techniques.

3) **Fine-tuning**: Subsequently, the quantization points are fine-tuned in order to recover the accuracy loss incurred by the quantization procedure.

4) **Lossless compression**: Finally, the quantized values are encoded using a lossless coding algorithm.

Hence, DeepCABAC is designed to enhance points 2 and 4. As we will see in the next section, DeepCABAC is

\(^{5}\)Although sometimes they may require access to some amount of data in order to estimate the FIM-diagonals or the Hessian-diagonals.
able to considerably boost the attainable compression gains, surpassing previously proposed methods for steps 2 and 4.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we benchmark DeepCABAC and compare it to other compression algorithms. We also perform further ablation studies, with the purpose to shed light into how different components involved in DeepCABAC impact the final compression performance.

A. General compression benchmark

Here we benchmark the end-to-end compression gains attained by applying DeepCABAC. In order to assess its universality, we applied it to a wide set of pretrained network architectures, trained on different data sets. Concretely, we used the VGG16, ResNet50 and MobileNet-v1 architectures, trained on the ImageNet dataset, a smaller version of the VGG16 architecture trained on the CIFAR10 dataset\(^6\), which we denote as Small-VGG16, and the LeNet-300-100 and LeNet5 trained on MNIST.

We compare the two versions of DeepCABAC, DC-v1 and DC-v2, against previously proposed compression schemes. Again, since DeepCABAC is based on quantization and entropy coding and does therefore not rely on retraining, it is important that we do only compare it against compression techniques that fall into the same category. These correspond to methods described in the related work section IV-A2 and IV-B2. That is, we benchmark DeepCABAC against the nearest-neighbor quantization scheme with uniformly separated quantization points (a.k.a. uniform quantization) and the weighted-Lloyd algorithm, as they are the two most widely applied quantization techniques. Furthermore, we apply the scalar Huffman code, the entropy coder proposed by [32] which we denote CSR-Huffman, and the bzip2 entropy coder, as they are as well some of the most commonly applied lossless compression techniques. See appendix for a more detailed explanation of the respective implementations.

Since the attainable compression gains are highly conditioned by the underlying distribution of the neural networks parameters, we also applied these methods to pre-sparasified versions of the above mentioned pretrained models. For that, we employed the variational sparsification algorithm [22] to all networks, except for the VGG16 and ResNet50 due to the high computational complexity demanded by the method. For the latter two, we applied the iterative-pruning approach proposed by [28]. The advantage of employing [22] is that we obtain an estimation of the FIM-diagonals as a byproduct of the methods output, thus being able to directly apply DC-v1 and the weighted Lloyd algorithm after the sparsification process finished. In the former cases (pretrained but non-sparse models), we estimated the FIM-diagonals by minimizing the same variational objective proposed in [22], however, while fixing the parameter values (thus without inducing any sparsity in the process). We would like to refer to the appendix for a more comprehensive explanation on

\[ CR = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{p} C_s(W_i)}{32n_i} \times 100\% \]

where \( W_i \) is a particular parameter tensor of the network (e.g., 2d convolutional weight tensor), \( C_s(W_i) \) denotes its size in bits (e.g., if \( W_i \) is uncompressed then \( C_s(W_i) = 32n_i \), where \( n_i \) is its total number of elements), \( p \) the total number

\(^6\)http://torch.ch/blog/2015/07/30/cifar.html

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Org. acc. top1 %</th>
<th>Org. size MB</th>
<th>DC-v1 (Acc. top1 %)</th>
<th>DC-v2 (Acc. top1 %)</th>
<th>Lloyd (Acc. top1 %)</th>
<th>Uniform (Acc. top1 %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>69.94</td>
<td>553.43</td>
<td>5.84 (69.44)</td>
<td>3.96 (69.54)</td>
<td>7.74 (69.50)</td>
<td>17.37 (69.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>74.98</td>
<td>102.23</td>
<td>10.14 (74.40)</td>
<td>10.14 (74.51)</td>
<td>13.04 (74.74)</td>
<td>15.58 (74.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet-v1</td>
<td>70.69</td>
<td>17.02</td>
<td>21.40 (76.21)</td>
<td>22.08 (76.21)</td>
<td>15.00 (76.10)</td>
<td>24.23 (76.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-VGG16</td>
<td>91.54</td>
<td>60.01</td>
<td>6.35 (91.11)</td>
<td>5.88 (91.13)</td>
<td>9.98 (91.59)</td>
<td>16.18 (91.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeNet5</td>
<td>99.46</td>
<td>1.722</td>
<td>3.77 (99.23)</td>
<td>2.52 (99.12)</td>
<td>3.96 (99.76)</td>
<td>20.60 (99.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeNet-300-100</td>
<td>98.32</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>8.61 (98.04)</td>
<td>5.87 (98.05)</td>
<td>8.07 (98.05)</td>
<td>15.01 (98.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>69.43</td>
<td>553.43</td>
<td>1.58 (69.43)</td>
<td>1.67 (69.04)</td>
<td>1.72 (69.03)</td>
<td>2.77 (69.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>74.09</td>
<td>102.23</td>
<td>5.45 (73.73)</td>
<td>5.14 (73.65)</td>
<td>5.61 (73.73)</td>
<td>6.68 (73.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet-v1</td>
<td>66.18</td>
<td>17.02</td>
<td>13.29 (66.01)</td>
<td>12.89 (66.01)</td>
<td>11.16 (65.61)</td>
<td>14.78 (65.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-VGG16</td>
<td>91.35</td>
<td>60.01</td>
<td>1.90 (91.03)</td>
<td>1.95 (91.06)</td>
<td>2.08 (91.10)</td>
<td>2.84 (91.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeNet5</td>
<td>99.22</td>
<td>1.722</td>
<td>0.88 (99.14)</td>
<td>0.87 (99.02)</td>
<td>1.09 (99.25)</td>
<td>3.01 (99.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeNet-300-100</td>
<td>98.29</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>2.26 (98.00)</td>
<td>2.20 (98.00)</td>
<td>1.69 (97.76)</td>
<td>4.17 (98.36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Compression ratios achieved within an accuracy loss of \( \pm 0.5\% \) from the original accuracy when applying different coding methods. DC-v1 and DC-v2 denote the two versions of DeepCABAC, whereas Lloyd denotes the weighted Lloyd algorithm and uniform the nearest-neighbor quantization scheme with equidistant quantization points. For the latter two, we report the best compression results attained after applying scalar Huffman, CSR-Huffman [32] and the bzip2 lossless coding algorithms on to the quantized networks. In parenthesis are the resulting top-1 accuracies and in brackets the sparsity ratios achieved as measured by the number of non-zero parameters divided by the total number of parameters.
TABLE II: Comparison of attained compression ratios with related literature. VGG16 results are from [32] and the MobileNet-v1 from [24]. DeepCABAC attains similar (or better) results without applying any a posteriori optimizations such as bias correction or fine-tuning. The top-1 accuracies are in parenthesis, whereas the compression ratios otherwise. All values are measured in percentage.

| Model      | Related literature | DeepCABAC  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>2.05 (68.83)</td>
<td>1.58 (69.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet-v1</td>
<td>25 (70.50)</td>
<td>21.40 (70.21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of parameter tensors present in the network and \( n \) is the total number of parameter elements of the network. Thus, we calculate the ratio between the size of the compressed network (which involves the sum of the compressed and uncompressed parameter tensors) and the original neural network.

As one can see, DeepCABAC is able to attain higher compression gains across all networks (with the exception of the last model) as compared to the previously proposed coders. It is able to compress the pretrained by \( \times 18.9 \) and the sparsified models by \( \times 50.6 \) on average. In contrast, the Lloyd algorithm compresses the models by \( \times 13.6 \) and \( \times 47.3 \) on average, whereas uniform quantization only achieves \( \times 5.7 \) and \( \times 25.0 \) compression gains. In addition, notice how DeepCABAC attains higher compression ratios than state-of-the-art 8-bit quantization methods of MobileNet-v1 (21.40% < 25%). In contrast to [24], we attain similar accuracies at higher compression ratios without applying any a posteriori optimization such as bias correction. However, we stress that the later technique is orthogonal to DeepCABAC, and it can also be applied in order to further reduce the accuracy loss. Similarly, notice that [32] reports a compression ratio of 2.05% at a top-1 accuracy of 68.83% of the VGG16 model, whereas we were able to attain a compression ratio of 1.58% at an accuracy of 69.43%. To recall, Deep Compression consists on applying the sparsification technique [28], then the k-Means algorithm followed by the CSR-Huffman entropy coder and, finally, fine-tuning the cluster centers to the loss function. In contrast, we were able to attain higher compression performance at higher accuracies by simply applying [28] + DeepCABAC, without having to perform any a posteriori fine-tuning of the quantization points. We summarise these results on Table II.

Finally, we want to remark that we report further compression results in the supplement, showing DeepCABAC’s performance when applied to YOLO-v3 [41] and BERT [42] which are state-of-the-art models for object detection and natural language processing tasks respectively. In summary, these models can be compressed down to 10% of their original size while negligibly affecting their prediction performance. In particular, we were able to attain a compression ratio of 9% at a F1-score of 86% on the BERT model, which is competitive with the reported results from the literature [43] (compression ratio of 11% at a F1-score of 89%). However, we remark that [43] attained these results after applying expensive retraining/fine-tuning procedures, plus a compression technique known as distilling [44] which modifies the network architecture. In contrast, DeepCABAC achieved the above results by simply applying quantization plus entropy coding techniques.

All these results indicate that DeepCABAC serves as a powerful universal quantizer + entropy coder for neural networks.

B. Ablation study: Assignment vs. quantization points

To recall, lossy quantization involves two types of mappings, the quantization map \( Q \) where parameter values are assigned to quantization points (or equivalently integers), and the reconstruction map \( Q^{-1} \) which assigns a value to each quantization point. In DeepCABAC the former is influenced by the Lagrangian multiplier \( \lambda \) which controls the trade-off between the bit-size and the distortion incurred by the quantization, and the latter by the quantization step-size \( \Delta \) which controls the “coarseness” of the quantization points. Both hyperparameters influence the resulting accuracy and compression ratio of the network. Hence, the following experiment aims to assess their respective impact.

TABLE III: Average bit-sizes per parameter for the Small-VGG16 network after applying different quantizers. DC-v1 and DC-v2 denote the two versions of DeepCABAC, whereas Lloyd denotes the weighted Lloyd algorithm and uniform corresponds to the nearest-neighbor quantization. We chose the networks that resided within the \( \pm 0.1 \) percentage point range from the accuracy attained after applying a uniform quantizer. In the case of the Lloyd and uniform quantizers, the size of the quantized networks were measured with regards to the entropy of their empirical probability mass distribution. In contrast, we measured the explicit average bit-size per parameter in DC-v1 and DC-v2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>step-sizes (top1 acc.)</th>
<th>DC-v1</th>
<th>DC-v2</th>
<th>Lloyd</th>
<th>Uniform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRETRAINED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.032 (90.35)</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.016 (91.13)</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001 (91.55)</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>5.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARSIFIED [7.57%]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.032 (90.22)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.016 (91.06)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001 (91.17)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^7\)Although a better compression ratio was attained, we were not able to get an accuracy in the \( \pm 0.5 \) percentage point range of the original accuracy. Therefore, this result shall not be considered as the best result.
Table III shows the average bitsizes attained after applying different quantizers to the Small-VGG16 network at different step-sizes but fixed accuracies (within a range of ±0.1% from each other). Moreover, the average bitsizes that result from applying the Lloyd and the uniform quantizers are measured in terms of first-order entropy values. It corresponds to the entropy of the empirical probability mass distribution, which marks the theoretical compression limit for all entropy coders that were considered in conjunction with these quantizers (e.g., scalar Huffman code). Thus, the difference in compression performance at a fixed step-size do now only reflect the difference in “assignment-decisions” made by the respective quantizer. In other words, each row in Table III assess the clustering performance of each quantizer.

There are two main insights we attain from Table II, namely in the regime of strong quantizations (or big step-sizes):

1) The distortion measures do not seem to reflect the actual accuracy loss that will result from quantization.

2) The simple, nearest-neighbour quantization scheme seems to make (almost) as good assignment decisions as rate-distortion based quantizers.

The first insight may be due to the approximation nature of the distortion measures. Namely, since they do only represent local approximations to the incurred accuracy, they may very well be inaccurate at strong perturbations. Indeed, from Table III we can also see that as the step-sizes become smaller, rate-distortion based quantizers make better assignment decisions than the uniform quantizers. In particular, we see that DeepCABAC-v1 outperforms DeepCABAC-v2 at smallest step-size, which indicates that the Fisher-weighted rate-distortion cost function serves as a better approximation of the actual MDL-loss function than the non-weighted rate-distortion cost function. Therefore, in the high rate regime (low step-sizes), we can see that the lossy and lossless components are closely coupled together.

The second insight may be considered as a more intriguing result. Namely, we see that in the strong quantization regime (high step-size values) the entropy of the uniform quantization scheme is lower than of the Lloyd quantizer. Moreover, it comes closer to DeepCABAC’s compression performance as we increase the step-size. Thus, the simple nearest-neighbour quantization scheme seems to be a surprisingly good quantizer in terms of compression-vs.-accuracy performance for large quantization step-sizes. Notice, that [35] also reports a similar phenomena. This may be due to rate-distortion quantizers inducing a biased error that affects stronger the accuracy of the network. However, it is not entirely trivial why this is the case, and as of today it still remains an open question.

In conclusion, it seems that the compression performance is more strongly affected by the particular choice of the quantization step-size ∆. These insights motivated the design of DC-v2 in the first place, since it is able to explore a larger set of step-sizes for the best accuracy vs. bit-size trade-offs. Indeed, as Table I from the previous experiment shows, DC-v2 attains similar or even higher compression gains than DC-v1, in particular in the case of pretrained networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantizers →</th>
<th>Uniform</th>
<th>Lloyd</th>
<th>DC-v2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRETRAINED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalar-Huffman</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABAC</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARIFIED [7.5%]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalar-Huffman</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR-Huffman</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABAC</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Compression ratios achieved from lossless compressing different quantized versions of the Small-VGG16 network (and its sparse version). The network was quantized in three different manners, one by applying DC-v2, another with the weighted Lloyd algorithm, and finally with the uniform quantization (nearest-neighbor quantization). The top1 accuracy of each quantized model lies within the ±0.1 percentage point range from the original accuracy of the model, which is 91.54% and 91.35% respectively. Subsequently, each of them was compressed by applying the scalar Huffman code, the CSR-Huffman code [32], the bzip2 coder, and by CABAC. The second last row denotes the entropy of the EPMD.

C. Ablation study: Lossless coding

In our last experiment we aimed to assess the efficiency of the considered universal lossless coders. To recall, there are two essential components that influence its compression performance of a universal entropy coder:

1) A probability estimate of the data to be coded
2) A mapper that assigns a binary string to the data with minimal redundancy.

For this experiment we quantized the Small-VGG network using three different quantizers, and subsequently compressed each of them using different universal lossless coders. More concretely, we quantized the model by applying DC-v2, the weighted Lloyd algorithm and the nearest-neighbor quantizer. We then applied the scalar Huffman code, the CSR-Huffman code [32], the bzip2 algorithm, and the CABAC-component of DeepCABAC. Moreover, we also calculated the first-order entropy of the quantized networks, which measures the entropy of the empirical probability mass distribution (EPMD). The resulting average bit-sizes are reported in Table IV.

As one can see, CABAC is able to attain higher compression gains across all quantized versions of the Small-VGG16 network. The benefits from using CABAC come from its

---

[a]Other entropy coders that take correlations between the parameters into account, such as CABAC, may attain lower values (as can be seen in Table II and III).

[b]The fact that DeepCABAC performs worse than the Lloyd algorithm for the smaller step-size lies in the algorithmic design choice rather than the rate-distortion decision.
inherent flexibility in that it can be accommodated to capture the prior statistics of the weight parameters. Namely, by defining the binarization procedure as in section III-B, DeepCABAC is able to quickly capture the statistics of unimodal and asymmetric distributions, with their maxima close to 0. In addition, we decided for a row-major scanning order so that CABAC is able to capture correlations between elements in a row (which are indeed present as demonstrated in [24]). This is also crucial since CABAC’s estimate is updated in an autoregressive manner and therefore, its compression performance also depends on the scanning order. Indeed, as Table IV shows, CABAC is able to capture correlations between the weight parameters and consequently compress them beyond the first-order entropy of the parameter distribution. This particular property highlights its superiority as compared to the previously proposed universal entropy coders, e.g., scalar Huffman and CSR-Huffman, since their average code-lengths are bounded by the first-order entropy and therefore it would be impossible for them to attain lower code-lengths than CABAC.

Finally, since CABAC applies arithmetic coding, it automatically fulfills point 2) and therefore produces binary representations with minimal redundancies. This allows him to attain average bit-lengths of less than 1 bit per parameter element, which usually reflects the information content in sparse models. In contrast, the average bit-lengths of e.g. the scalar Huffman code is lower bounded by 1 bit (since it incurs at least 1 bit of redundancy per element), thus limiting the attainable compression ratios of the model.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we proposed a novel compression algorithm for deep neural networks called DeepCABAC. It is based on applying a Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coder (CABAC) to the networks parameters, which is the state-of-the-art universal lossless coder employed in the H.264/HEVC and H.265/HEVC video coding standards. DeepCABAC also incorporates a novel quantization scheme that explicitly minimizes the accuracy vs. bit-size trade-off without relying on expensive retraining or access to large amounts of data. Experiments showed that it can compress pretrained neural networks by x18.9 on average, and their sparsified versions by x50.6, consistently attaining higher compression performance than previously proposed coding techniques with similar characteristics. Moreover, DeepCABAC is able to capture correlations between the networks parameters, as such being able to compress the networks parameters beyond the entropy limit of codes that assume a stationary distribution. DeepCABAC has recently been adopted as baseline quantization and entropy coding method for the upcoming MPEG-7 standard for compression of neural networks for multimedia content description and analysis (ISO/IEC 15938 part 17) [45].

As future work we will investigate the impact of compression on more recent and accurate edge-level neural networks such as FBNet and ChamNet [46], [47] to neural network’s problem solving strategies [48] and apply DeepCABAC in distributed training scenarios, where the precision of the communicated update parameters may be critical for identifying similar clients [49]. We will also further investigate the achievable compression limits by applying different state-of-the-art sparsification techniques such as [50].
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